Magnetically responsive colloidal crystals with angle-independent gradient structural colors in microfluidic droplet arrays.
Magnetically responsive colloidal crystal films with gradient structural colors have a significant value in optical applications via controllable external stimuli. Herein, we propose a practical method for fabricating colloidal crystal hydrogel films with continuous gradient structural colors by using superparamagnetic colloidal nanoparticles. The colloidal nanoparticles could self-assemble into chain-like non-close-packed arrays to present structural colors under the stimuli of external magnetic fields. And structural colors with gradient changes could be achieved when subjected to a spatial magnetic field with a remarkable variation in field strength and direction. By integrating with a microfluidic droplet array template with spherical symmetry morphology, we have demonstrated convenient fabrication of free-standing colloidal crystal films with angle-independent gradient structural colors, which could be utilized for the fabrication of optical devices.